SELECTING A MOUNTING LOCATION

- Install the antenna as shown in Section 2 on the reverse side.
- Temporarily connect power to the transmitter from a fully charged 12V (4AH minimum) battery. DO NOT mount the transmitter at this time. Temporarily position the unit in the desired mounting location.
- Follow the MANUAL TEST (Section 4) instruction on the reverse side. Move the unit as required for reliable results. It is best to be received by more than one receive site, however it is acceptable to be received by only one receive site provided that 90% (9 out of 10) of signals sent are received.
**1. COMPLETE & SUBMIT PAPERWORK**
- Complete the enclosed data form and fax it to the number shown on the top of the form.
- This should be done before installation so a complete end-to-end test can be performed at the time of install.

**2. ANTENNA INSTALLATION**
- Gently push Antenna BNC male connector onto Subscriber Unit BNC female connector. Twist Antenna BNC bayonet to lock Antenna onto Subscriber Unit.

**3. POWER**
- Connect 12VDC from battery as shown.

**4. MANUAL TEST**
- Send manual test (Code 2) signals by pressing TEST BUTTON (S1). The LED will light for approximately 1 second each time a signal is transmitted. Call the NearNet Automated Signal Verification System at (631) 736-7123 (select option 5) to verify which sites are receiving the signals.

**5. Panel Programming**
- Panel must be set up to send in Contact ID (Point ID) and/or Pulsed 4/2. Program panel to dial any phone number, at least 7 digits. Enter any account number. Remove dial tone detection from programming if it delays the dialing of the panel. Install device as per diagram 6 below.
- This radio is designed to communicate up to 24 alarm signals at a time to the central stations when no phone lines are present.

**6. WIRING DIAGRAM – Radio PRIMARY (NO PHONE LINE)**
- Control Panel MUST be programmed to communicate in Contact ID (Point ID) or Pulsed 4/2 format, with a minimum of 7 digits programmed for telephone #. Disable dial tone detection.

**7. VERIFY INSTALLATION**
- Confirm the NearNet radio is sending signals from the control panel output by calling the NearNet Automated Signal Verification System at (631) 736-7123 OPTION 5, and verify which sites are receiving signals. Then call your central station to verify the proper alarms were sent. Note: Central station will not receive signals until the Transmitter data form is completed and faxed (see Step 1 above).